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About This Game

Once upon a time, in a small, unremarkable village, there was a timid little boy who didn't have any friends. One day, while
playing alone in his bedroom, he was rudely interrupted by a family of dirty rats. Chasing them out of his room, the little boy
suddenly found himself lost in a vast, mysterious forest, where he happened upon a magical crown that imbued him with the

power to command. The little boy -- with his newfound companions Liam, Verde, and Howser the Bull Knight at his side -- has
(rather surprisingly) become the leader of the small, down-on-its-luck kingdom of Alpoko.

With his newfound powers of persuasion, the little boy began working to raise Alpoko from the depths of obscurity and poverty
into the dizzying heights of absolute power and prosperity. With Howser offering effective advice and unrestrained ambition,
and the citizens of Alpoko sharing his grandiose plans (whether they want to or not), the little boy marches ever onward to his

ultimate goal of World Domination!

Initially released for Wii to rave reviews, this cult classic real-time strategy game juxtaposes cutesy fairytale visuals with some
decidedly adult cynicism for a zany, irreverent adventure to build, enhance, and maintain a mystical, magical kingdom. Making
its way to PC for the first time, this edition of the game remains faithful to the Wii original, but brings all its charming, sassy

fun to a new audience. Can you keep Alpoko safe from the Onii and help our little hero become king of the whole world?

Key Features:

Play an enhanced HD port of the fan-favorite Wii version of the game, with all the original storybook-style art, content,
and gameplay present and accounted for.
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Play in English, French, Italian, German, or Spanish, to ensure that most of the Western world can understand your
claim over their land (Note: Game also contains Japanese text, but in order for the Japanese text to display properly the
Windows OS must be set to Japanese).

Have your loyal subjects dig for treasure, erect buildings, and break obstacles to access new areas -- all in the name of
bettering your kingdom.

Interact with unique NPCs who have individual likes, dislikes, and personal memories which evolve based on their daily
experiences.

Take a variety of quests to help increase your reputation and further the noble name of Alpoko.

Unite the surrounding rival kingdoms under your flag to become the best monarch in all the land (and ultimately, the one
who rules over all the land!).
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Title: Little King's Story
Genre: RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Marvelous, Inc.
Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc., Marvelous
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce 450

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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Update, 2/5/2017

Well XSEED, you certainly followed through, huh?

The frame rate issues are just about gone, with no more hopping around than your average game. No glaring issues here worth
mentioning. The scrolling text jumping around is a thing of the past. That screenshot in my folder of the entire church missing
textures and being weirdly rainbow colored? Gone so far. Much, MUCH better.

They have done nothing to remedy my issues with the controls. If you play this game with a keyboard, you will be fighting the
controls as hard as your guards fight the monsters. Seriously, they're atrocious, and you really do just need a controller. Menus
are still confusing and unclear. But it's playable. And even fun.

So that's the tech side. The side that caused me to give this game a "no" before. And half of it's fixed, and the other half isn't. So
am I going to say yes?

Yes.

This game oozes charm, wit, and personality. The game is an astounding Pikmin-esque game that evolves upon itself and
improves its gameplay as it goes on. Shortly after things get more complex, it gives you better sorting options. When your party
gets too large to consistently get through small passage ways, like bridges, it shortly after gives you a command for a single file
line. The sheer number of classes makes the Pikmin franchise's seven paltry colors whine (I love Pikmin), and Overlord just
pretends this game isn't there.

The Real Time Action Strategy core is complemented by a kind, simple little kingdom management minigame that honestly acts
as your power progression. There's not much to it, but there ARE some fun secrets to find, and some challenges to be had. Don't
expect anything too complex from this part of the game.

The storyline is adorable, but the real treat is the story that goes on around the main one. I'll let you experience all the wonder
this game has to offer on your own. Because honestly? It's best experienced that way.

The combat is brutal. The boss fights are BRUTAL, memorable, and fun. And frogs are still the worst.

Do I recommend this game? Yes. Do I think this version is worth $25? ... It's got some issues. Not all the controllers it supports
actually work well, and it's not as though the game runs flawlessly. It's a Wii port, after all. I'd recommend getting the Wii
version of the game if you're not dead set on playing this game in HD.

But if you are, then hey. XSEED has you covered now. Maybe wait for a sale, but definitely worth your time.
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Below this line is the old review, which I feel still holds some merit, and I'm going to keep it on here. But for those of you
interested in the game in its current state, you can stop reading now. You're good.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Little King's Story is one of my favorite games of all time.

This port does not do that justice.

The controls are bad, there are tons of frame rate issues, and the way the text scrolls gives me motion sickness.

This continues to be one of my favorite games of all time, and as a result, I will play this version as best I can. But if you want to
play it, I urge you to either wait until they fix it, or just buy the Wii version. This is not how the game was meant to be played.

Edit: I made a comment below in response to criticism for this review, and I feel it's valuable enough to warrant me editing it in,
along with a few extra points. Thanks to the person who got me to further specify my thoughts on the game.

The keyboard controls are atrocious. Playing this game with WASD is a nightmare, the camera is unresponsive, and you have to
guess to get to the controls menu. It's not the 8-point control scheme that does this, it's the fact that the camera takes forever to
respond AND you need to control it using q and e, so... Camera and movement with the same hand? Poor design choice.

The camera isn't even responsive while playing with a normal controller, though I'll admit it's significantly better than trying to
play with the keyboard. And the menus are still difficult to navigate. It's all a little "not quite there". Of course this is the
preferred method, so whenever anyone DOES get this game, I urge you to have a controller handy, as the mouse and keyboard
combo will NOT be fun for you.

I cannot recommend this game highly enough, but I also cannot recommend this version for $25 as it stands now. Sorry XSEED,
I love you guys. I'll update the review when you patch it, okay?. Like Pikmin but with people you're supposed to be protecting..
I LOVE this game but I honestly can't reccommend it until the developers implement a new save system or fix the rampant
crashing. Game crashes at cutscene cues, when defeating a boss, when going to sleep, and worst of all, when returning to the
castle, the place you go to save the game! Everything else about this port is great, 60fps feels fantastic, and turning off post-
processing fixed any visual issues I had with the game, as well as my frame-rate.

So yeah, please have Durante come and work on this game one last time, have him implement some sort of extra save system as
a fallback. Either save-states or an auto-save system like Dark Souls would do the trick. If you can fix the crashes, all the better..
Bought it after the patch yesterday (2/2/2017) for 14.99, and haven't had a single problem (Other than slightly annoying
keyboard controls, but it takes xbox and dualshock 4 and x-input and whatever)

Playing at constant 60 with all graphic settings maxed on a RX 480 4GB and i7-6700K.

The nostalgia of playing this on the Wii so many years ago... I can die happy now.. It's a shame: I was pretty excited for this
game, since I heard it was supposed to be a classic.

Between performance issues (with both 30 and 60 fps), sound effects not playing, missed music cues, and 8-direction
movement, even on a gamepad...

I'll just get the Wii version, thanks.. I love this game, and I can't wait to neglect my friends who want to climb ranked in LOL to
play it this weekend. It plays a lot like Pikmin where you toss people (where as in pikmin it's plants) in the general direction of
what you want to beat up/dig/destroy/etc, though the fact it's people you're supposed to be protecting makes it 10xs more fun.
The theme of the game, building a kingdom, mixes a little bit of the city builder element to it, but the relaxing elements of
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exploration, farming, and gentle fighting that make the game a good use of time. I'm very glad the game was updated, since I
was hesitant to buy it before after hearing about all the bugs, and so far I haven't had any problems. I really appreciate the devs
went and fixed their port rather than leaving it to die a terrible death, making customers angry and alienated! I strongly
recommend trying it, and definitely pick it up while it's on sale if you can! Honestly, though, I'd pay full price for this since I
adore the adorable game. You can also pick it up at Humble Bundle if you want to donate 5%+ to charity as well!. The game is
really fun when you get into it but the massive amount of techinical issues that ruin the game such as crahing, slight fame rate
problems and the biggest being the completly broken audio, If you want to play this game i would recomend waiting for a future
update or getting the WII version if you can find it. THIS PORT IS STILL TERRIBLE. This is a post- durante review.

This is a very fun game. However, the many, many bugs make it borderline unplayable and extremely unfair in some parts.
Every boss is an exercise in frustration. Sprites turn into jumbled messes, framerates drop to a snail pace, warning animations
don't trigger, safe zones don't work, you get the idea.

I was really excited to to play Little King Story again (i didn't finish on the wii), but i can't recommend it at it's current state and
another patch seems unlikely.

. This game is so wonderfully weird. I played it as a kid and was terrified of what I now consider its charm. Wonderful tactics,
great expansion, and a very fun gameloop. I've encountered a few issues, but none that have substantially inhibited my
gameplay. $20 is a bit of an asking price for what amounts to an HD version of a Wii game, but I paid full price and feel very
satisfied. 8/10.
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Mesmerized.

Truly a beautiful game. It's very engaging, trust me. You won't regret buying this.. New update: no technical issues. controls
fixed, graphics and framerate fixed, a bunch of new superfluous graphics options for this 10 year old game. Thanks, Durante!
Absolutely nothing but positive now.

Now to the game itself. I think it still looks pretty. They went for a style that suited the technology, that's clean and simple and
looks great when scaled up. It certainly isn't the BEST looking game but it still looks nice.

The cutesy aesthetic mixes with a bit of dark humour and some silly wordplay. (Having the priest of the Sect of Soup say
"Ramen" instead of "Amen" is just brilliant in my opinion.)

The gameplay is rather straightforward, and I've already found 3 bosses within 2 hours of play. It definitely feels easygoing
overall (before I realized when you die there's no checkpoints and you revert to your last save, save often) It's a lot more pikmin
than RTS so far.

If I run into anymore issues I'll definitely update this but with a GTX970 I can't say I have too many complaints about the
functionality (obviously kind of overkill for a wii port, but it's not like I can test it with anything less.) This is my first time
playing this game and I'm enjoying it immensely.

If you're on the fence maybe wait for a few patches or a sale and try it out, I think the PC lacks games like this and it very much
has a Nintendo Wii Hidden Gem flare. I would love to see more games like this on the platform.. This game is a bad port, and
Ive heard wonderful things...

But with an

i7 4790k
32 gigs ram
SLI 980 Ti 6 gig Strix Nvidia 3d cards

The game was an unplayble mess

In any setting combination their was huge input delay, the sound was completely out of sync and massively delayed.

30 fps, 60 fps, any res, any combination of settings, windowed or full...

When you exited the game it would take minutes+ to close, to the point where it said it closed, task manager said it closed,
steam said it was running and then music kicks into the background, leaving a soft reboot as the only way to rid it.

Basically this game gets a tag from me +Bad Port

Shame too, because I've heard nothing but great things about the game itself (just not this version).

Seems like if you are below min specs, at min specs, or well above them you will have issues. Perhaps my PC is just too PC for
this game and it can't handle running so well...

Well, a bad port is a bad port is a bad port.. Port is much much better now. XSEED deserves praise for reaching out to Durante
and fixing nearly everything that was bad about it.
The game is great, it's an overlooked gem that got much less recognition than it deserved back when it came out on the Wii. If
you have any interest in rts-like games with city building elements and a really cool world, you should play it.. Little King's
Story is a rather unfortunate case of fantastic game/bad port.

I don't have the best computer (Dual Core Skylake processor running at 3.4 ghz and a Nvidia Geforce 950) but there is no
reason a Wii game should run this poorly. Frame drops and freezes are common, even on the 30 fps setting, and the whole game
runs sluggish in general. I love the game however and I will defend it to the end. LKS has a amazing blend of pikmin and animal
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crossing gameplay with the sort of humor you would find in The Phantom Tollbooth or Earthbound. Such a mix is why I
recommend it. Pick it up on sale or buy the Wii version, either way is worth your time.

02/03/17 Edit
Finally, LKS gets the port that it has deserved for so long. With improved functionality and fixed framerate, there is almost no
reason not to add this legendary game to your library!. Durante is a god among men. He's single-handedly saved numerous PC
ports, where teams of professionals with serious financial backing have failed time and time again. Hopefully more devs who
are less familiar with the platform seek his guidance.

Thank You, Durante!. I played this game as a kid and I can't believe it's on Steam now! I'm having just as much of a blast now
as an adult as I did as a kid.

This game is truly a gem. If you like/d Pikmin, this game is very similar while also being unique enough that it doesn't feel like a
clone. Made by the creator of Harvest Moon, it's a pseudo-city builder slash adventure RTS game in which you control a young
King. Your goal is to expand your Kingdom and take over the world by throwing your subjects (literally) at monsters, in order to
clear the area so you can expand there.

The graphics are very childish and cartoon-y, but definitely not unpleasant. For almost a decade old game, it looks nice, even on
low settings.

There's a surprising amount of fun to be had in the game, and it's difficult to tear yourself away once you've gotten into the
groove of throwing and exploring. It's also shockingly challenging at some parts and requires a good deal of thinking for some
boss battles.

Story: 7/10
The story is admittedly rather simple, but the dialogue is funny and there's lots of humor and parody.

Graphics: 8/10
With the upgraded gfx options, the game looks great. The artistic direction is fantastic and very endearing.

Gameplay: 8/10
The core gameplay is great. My only issue is with the pointer controls - for reference, I'm using an Xbox 360 controller. You can
use the left trigger to target specific enemies, but even then, often times your people will go flying in the wrong direction. It's
really annoying, but not a deal breaker imo; you just need to be careful with your aim. Otherwise, the gameplay is very fun and
has a hidden amount of depth in terms of classes and strategy.

Audio: 10/10
The music in this game is great and suits the art style perfectly. Seriously, this game has a wonderful OST.

Overall: 8/10
If you like Pikmin and similar RTS games, and don't mind the cartoonish graphics, I highly recommend Little King's Story,
especially with the upgraded port.. first of all i like the game. but it's so god damn broken you just can't really do stuff and feel
good about it!
30/60fps is still kinda broken on 60 fps enemys are sometime so fast you can't survive their attacks
the game crashes randomly
etv
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